Ransomes Auto-Certes is specially designed for cutting golf greens and similar fine turf. It is used on international championship golf courses and on fine and famous turf in many countries of the world.

LOOK AT THIS EXCELLENT SPECIFICATION:

★ Powerful 4-stroke B.S.A. engine with special long-life bearings.
★ High speed, 10-knife cylinder specially hardened for long life gives 106 cuts per yard.
★ Thin, razor-sharp bottom blade with specially hardened cutting edge.
★ Separate cylinder and landroll clutches.
★ Precision adjustments enable perfect cutting.
★ Powered transport wheels can be instantly fitted for easy transport.
★ Accurately machined front-roll and landroll avoids damage to the finest turf.
★ Adjustable handles.
★ Large capacity petrol tank.
★ Cuts up to 2,000 sq. yds. in 1 hour.
★ The complete machine, mower and engine is Guaranteed by Ransomes.

Ask your Ransome distributor for illustrated leaflets and full specifications or write to:

RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES LTD. IPSWICH
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